
The Experience and Value of Live Art:  
What can making and editing film tell us?



From Monday 28th October to Friday 1st November 2013, I 
took part in a free five day workshop at Tate Modern. The works-
hops were part of an ongoing research project looking at how 
young people experience live art and cultural value, with a focus on  
choreography and filmmaking. In a group of participants aged 15-25, led by 
artist Sara Wookey, I walked, talked, danced, wrote and choreographed. 

The workshops were filmed by filmmaker Camilla Robinson and afterwards 
we were invited to reflect on our experiences by editing the footage in ano-
ther series of workshops. The resulting film was screened at Tate Britain from 
the 3rd to the 14th of March 2014. Findings from the project were also shared 
in an end of project report and at a seminar event on the 12th of May.

I really enjoyed being involved in the workshops and seminar, and was excited 
by another opportunity to reflect on the process by archiving the workshop’s 
materials. In making this publication, I was interested in how funding bids and 
research projects can produce a whole range of ‘outputs’ beyond their inten-
ded outcomes. Behind the scenes of the film and report are emails, skype 
calls, room bookings, risk assessments, post-its, notebooks, blog posts. 

This catalogue is an exploration of the other inputs, procedures and bi-pro-
ducts of the research process.

Intro

Excerpt from Emily Pringle’s flipchart reflection sheet, day five - workshop one

— Katie Slee



Many different kinds of material were made in the run up 
to the workshops, during the workshops themselves and 
after the end of the last workshop. Here are some of the 
sources included in this catalogue:

Sources
online blog

edited films

raw  
footage

flipchart reflections

emails

photos

risk assessments

notes



mapping the experience

day two day threeday one

day five

workshop two

the screening

the seminar

day four

workshop one

Workshop One was made up of three days of dance 
workshops, a ‘showing’ and a day of reflection that 
bridged the dance and editing workshops. Each 
day of dance included a walking and a more ener-
getic warm-up, creating some movements, whether 
they were learning a section of Yvonne Rainer’s Trio A 
(1966) or creating our own sequences, lunch and lots 
of discussion.

Tate Modern Clore Learning Studio
The East Room

Seminar Room, Tate Modern

Taylor Digital Studio, Tate Britain

Learning Gallery, Tate Britain

Tate Britain

Workshop Two took place from 11am - 4pm over four da-
tes, the 24th November, 1st December, 8th December 
and 14th January.

The edited film was screened at Tate  
Britain from the 3rd to the 14th of March.

The film was screened again at a seminar event on 
the afternoon of the 12th of May at Tate Britain. 



day one - workshop one

12 participants, a dance educator and 2 researchers - but how did we get here?

recruitment

consent forms

Excerpt from Emily and Pat’s End of Project Report: mailout
Email from Paul Stewart to  the web department 04/10/13:

registration

Excerpts from the ‘Silverpop’ (newsletter) mailout

Blog entry from 17/10/13 

dropouts



We began the day with formalities – explanations about the research, 
the filming, signing of ethics and video release forms, getting to know 
each other’s names. There was a name game followed by a walking 
activity. This exercise established right at the outset some key cho-
reographic concepts – space, speed (fast , slow), movement/stop-
ping, levels ( seated, lying down upright), relating to other people/
being separate.

warm-ups

Cutting from Sara’s flipchart reflection

Excerpt from Pat’s blog entry: ‘Day One, Workshop One’

Post-it responses to ‘what did you find memorable?’

the walking exercise



learning trio a (1966)

CHOREOGRAPHY

Excerpt from Emily’s field notes from day one

Sara’s bio Excerpt from the end of project report

Screenshot of the raw film footage from the workshops
We spent some of the first day learning a  
sequence of movements from the dance Trio-A (1966)
by Yvonne Rainer. Sara taught the dance by showing, 
talking and getting us to play through the movements.



notating trio A (1966)

Cuttings from participants choreography notations

Excerpt from the end of project report

Screenshots from the participant’s edited films

CHOREOGRAPHY



”...the prompts are somehow back to these  
general tools of space, time, movement patterns, 
gaze. We can be very specific about those, but 
we’re still playing within the umbrella topics of 
the tools we’ve been working with. Space, time,  
spatial patterns, where we’re looking, um... yeah. 
If that makes sense. I think all of these things are 
fitting into them, but just to keep that in the back 
of your mind.”

day two - workshop one
prompts

Excerpt from Emily’s field notes from day three

Quote taken from a recording used in the participants’ 
films of Sara talking during the workshops

One of Pat’s tweets from the workshop Scanned images of the prompts pinned to the studio wall



improvisation

Scanned spread from Emily’s notebook analysis of the use of footage in the final films

Screenshots from the participant’s edited films

On the second day of the dance works-
hops, after warming up, we spent some 
time moving around the space creating 
improvised movements. These then fed 
into a short sequence that we notated 
and another member of the group lear-
ned. Emily’s notebook analysis to the ri-
ght shows that although improvisation 
made up a relatively small part of the 
workshop experience, it is disproportio-
nately represented in the edited film.



the dance warm-up

Cutting from Sara’s flipchart reflection

warm-ups
Screenshot from the timelapse film of day four

Screenshot from the participant’s edited films



discussions

Post-it response to ‘what did you find enjoyable?’

Post-it response to ‘what did you find enjoyable?’

An email from Pat to Emily, Sara and Camilla,  12/10/13

Excerpt from an email from Camilla to Emily, Pat, Paul and Sara,  09/10/13

Screenshots from the participant’s edited films



day three - workshop one

One of the scanned ‘Yes’ Manifestos



the ‘yes’ manifesto

Screenshot from the timelapse film of day four - workshop one

Screenshot from the participant’s edited films

Some of the scanned ‘Yes’ Manifestos

Yvonne Rainer wrote a ‘No Manifesto’ in 
1965. We spent some time thinking about 
manifestos and how they might help or 
hold back our work. We wrote our own 
‘Yes Manifestos’. We then tried reading our 
own manifestos aloud with the other par-
ticipants moving around the space. They 
reacted to the statements of our manifes-
tos, using them to influence their move-
ments.



the social side

Photo from day five

Screenshot from the participants’ facebook groupExcerpt from a blogpost by Emily, 16/03/14

Responses to ‘what did you find memorable?’



day four - workshop one

the east room

Cutting from Emily’s flipchart reflection Cutting from the minutes of a group skype call, 24/09/13

Post-it responses to ‘what did you find memorable?’

Cutting from an internal memo

Screenshot from the participant’s edited films
On thursday we moved from the Clore 
Studio to the East Room, at the top of 
Tate Modern. The views were amazing 
and the space felt very different.



Screenshots from the participant’s edited films



the showing

Cutting from a participant’s flipchart reflection

Cutting from a participant’s flipchart reflection

Cuttings from a blog post by a family member who attended the showing

At the beginning of the week we were encou-
raged to invite family members to come to the 
showing on thursday. Emails and minutes from 
Skype conversations from the planning stages 
show that Sara was keen to call the showing a 
sharing process rather than a performance, in 
case it changed the nature of the work we had 
been doing.

We went through various elements of the workshops so far: the walking warm-up, the Trio A (1966)
sequence and our own interpretations, our own choreography and the Yes Manifesto exercise.



day five - workshop one

Blog entry from 01/11/13 

Participants’ flipchart reflectionsOne of Pat’s tweets from the workshop

On day five, Camilla showed us some of the footage from the 
week’s workshops. She had made a desaturated timelapse 
video using the footage from the static camera on day four. 
We used flipchart paper and post-its to map our experiences 
and talked about the project’s next steps.



editing

Excerpts from the end of project report

Photos from the editing workshops

Cutting from a participant’s flipchart reflection

Excerpt from an email from Camilla to Emily, Pat, Paul and Sara,  09/10/13



footage

Excerpt from an email from Camilla to Emily, Pat, Paul and Sara,  09/10/13

Excerpt from the end of project report Screenshot from the participant’s edited films

While going through email exchanges between Emily, 
Pat, Sara and Camilla, I saw that several decisions made 
in the planning process anticipated the appearance 
of the final footage. For example, the way the cameras 
were set up, the shared sense of what might be inte-
resting to film and the desaturation of the footage all 
influenced what was filmed and how it looked. Further, 
a link was made between the kinds of prompts that Sara 
was hoping to use in the workshops and the tools used 
to edit film. These parallels were highlighted in the edi-
ting workshops.



the screening

Photo from my visit to the film on show at Tate Britain

Photo from my visit to the film on show at Tate Britain

Excerpt from a blogpost by Emily, 16/03/14

The caption displayed with the film



details

Cutting from a participant’s flipchart reflection

Cutting from Pat’s flipchart reflection

Excerpt from Emily’s field notes from day four

One of the things that interested me 
most in the workshops was the level 
of attention we paid to individual mo-
vements, moments and interactions. 
The walking warm-up was so engros-
sing that it became almost medita-
tive. Leaving the workshops, many 
of us felt different moving through 
the crowds on London’s streets. On 
thursday we spent almost 45 minutes 
doing one slow motion exercise, just 
thinking about how we moved in re-
lation to the people around us, and 
concentrating on the quality of our 
movements. I wanted to bring out 
this detail in my portion of the edited 
film.



the seminar

Screenshots from the video of the seminar posted to YouTubeDraft copy of the event’s timetable

The seminar in May provided another opportunity to reflect on 
how the workshops and the film might fit together. A wide group 
of people came together to watch the films, hear talks from Emily 
and Pat, Sara, and two of the participants. Emily and Pat gave 
some of the findings from their report and opened some of their 
ongoing questions up to the group for discussion. The seminar 
was filmed and uploaded to YouTube.



one year on

the catalogue

getting back in touch

responses

The Experience and Value of Live Art: 

What can making and editing film tell us?
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the process continues...

My post to the participants’ Facebook group...

...and their responses

Two versions of the catalogue

Further updates about the project from Emily 

Email from Maggie initiating the cataloguing project



more from Katie at 
www.speakless.co.uk


